
A base station sends pilot signals to let users estimate CSI.
In this paper, we assume that all users have perfect CSIhk .
We denote the latency, until pilot signals are received by all
users in the cell, byδBC

Step 2
Using CSI, each user chooses the preferred beam vector

from codebook and calculates the receive SINR. Then, each
user feeds back indexes of the preferred beam vector and
quantizedSINRk. We denote the latency, until all users’
feedback information are received by base station, byδall.
Step 3

Among feedback users, the base station schedules a subset
of users, and selects the subcodebook having the maximum
sum capacity.

So far, during Step 1 and Step 3, the algorithm is same as
that of LF-OSDMA, and the extended part begins from Step
4 to Step 6.
Step 4

If the selected subcodebook has an unallocated beam vector,
the base station informs all users about indexes of the selected
subcodebook and the unallocated beam vector. We denote the
latency, until the information of the unallocated beam vector
is received by all users in the cell, byδad, and the number of
informed bits islog2 M + Nt bits.
Step 5

Using information from the base station about the unal-
located beam vector, each user can generate the unallocated
beam vector setFm = {fm,n , . . .}, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Nt}, and
selects the preferred beamq′′

k which can be given by

q′′
k = arg max

fm,n∈Fm

|sTk fm,n |. (13)

The quantization error and SINR for the userk is defined
as

δ′′k = sin2(̸ (sk ,q′′
k )), (14)

SINR′′
k =

ρk(1 − δ′′k )
1/γ + ρkδ′′k

. (15)

Eachuser feeds back the quantizedSINR′′
k and the index of

the preferred beam vector. In this step, the latency is same as
that of Step 2, and the number of feedback bits islog2 Nt +
QSINR bits.
Step 6

Amongfeedback users, the base station assigns a user to the
unallocated beam vector of the selected subcodebook using the
criterion of maximizing sum capacity.

The extended algorithm can guarantee the existence ofNt

simultaneous users, so even if there is a small number of users,
and the extended LF-OSDMA can achieve high capacity.
However, the extended LF-OSDMA leads to the large increase
in the number of feedback bits, and worsens system latency.
We make comparisons of the number of the feedback bits and
a system latency in Section VII.

VI. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we analyze the proposed method in terms
of encoding, the effect of changing the number of initially
selected usersS and the complexity at mobile terminal.

A. Encoding of the proposed method

In this subsection, we evaluate the capacity performance
of the proposed method when CSI is quantized by a random
vector quantization codebook, because the feedback of the full
CSI results in a large amount. The size of the codebook is
2QCSI whereQCSI is the number of feedback bits of the CSI.
Fig. 1 shows the sum capacity of the proposed method for
different codebook sizes,QCSI = { 5, 10, 15, 20, analog CSI
}, for an increase of users. The number of transmit antennas is
Nt = 4, SNR is5 dB and the number of the initially selected
user isS = 1. We come up with the results based on Monte
Carlo simulation.

As the codebook size becomes larger, the sum capacity of
the proposed method increases. This is because the quanti-
zation error of CSI becomes smaller, as the codebook size
becomes larger. As observed from Fig. 1, 15 bits of the
CSI feedback causes only marginal loss in sum capacity with
respect to the analog CSI feedback. Such loss is negligible for
20-bits feedback. Therefore, the feedback by the codebook of
QCSI = 20 from the initially selected users is as good as the
analog CSI case. Thus, in this paper, we assume the number
of the feedback bits of the full CSI isQCSI = 20 when we
evaluate the feedback bits. Actually, the codebook ofQ = 20
is not preferable in practice because of the large complexity
at the mobile terminal side.

Fig. 1. Sum capacity of the proposed method for different number of
codebook size,QCSI ={ 5, 10, 15, 20, analog CSI}, for an increase of
users, the number of transmit antenna isNt = 4, SNR is 5 dB and the
initially selected user isS = 1.

B. Effect of Changing the Number of Initially Selected Users

In this subsection, we show the capacity result and the
number of feedback bits of the proposed method with the
increase of the number of initially selected users by the base


